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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in 

from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending 

this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If 

you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we 

will get your problem addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the 

problems/solutions involved. 

 

Update 2.1.1.0 is Available for Downloading 

The updated version 2.1.1.0 is now available for download and has fixed several glitches 

in Jumping and in the Trick score imports with video files.  

 

Jump Speed Noted Incorrectly In Scorebook 

Scorers and skiers have reported that in some cases the wrong speed is showing in the 

scorebook for their Jump passes. Dave found that if the times were entered for a pass, but 

then if a new speed was inadvertently selected before entering both the feet and meters, 

then the wrong speed was being recorded for the jump. This has now been corrected. 

 

Error When Importing Trick Score 

Sometimes we have been getting an error when importing trick scores after the Video 

URL has been removed from the Trick Score table. Dave enhanced the import process to 

bypass these fields when importing files created before these fields were eliminated from 

this table. These fields have been moved to a separate table. 

 

Slalom, Trick And Jump Summaries Improved 

The Skier Name and City do not always fit in the cell size on the Summary reports. Dave 

updated the report grid to allow the user to resize the Skier Name and City cells. 

 

Improved Trick Video Processing  

Allow just a number to be interpreted as the pass number for a single round trick event. 

This will benefit both AWSA and NCWSA tournament formats. 

 

The change for the trick video load will significantly simplify the process.  New process 

will be as follows: 

• The instruction for naming the files has only changed slightly.  The one change is 

that if the trick event is only 1 round then if the file name has a 1 or a 2 then I will 

assume that indicates the pass.  Previously I only looked for P1 or P2. 

• The most significant change is that the web site will be automatically updated 

when each video file is successfully uploaded.  This eliminates the need to resend 

the trick scores after the video files have been uploaded.   

• I have also eliminated the issue of the URL being lost when exporting and 

importing trick scores from one computer to another. 



We are anticipating receiving the new 2015 NOPS values in the next few days 

and will send out a new update when they have been placed in our NOPS tables. 

The AWSA Ranking list will also be updated at the same time and will 

automatically recalculate the Overall scores for the skiers. It will be your 

responsibility to rerun your scorebooks and publish them to the multitudes. This 

will require you to rerun your scorebooks and then run the Tournament Package 

build to get a new ZIP file and send this on to your Regional Seeding 

representative for uploading to the system. 

The Records table has been updated to reflect all of the records as of September 

30 approved by the technical committee. 

Enjoy your fall and thank you for all you do for our sport. 

Jeff 

 

 

 

 


